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Chapter 12 
Use of Finite Arithmetic in 3D Spatial Databases 

Rodney, James and Thompson  

Abstract. Most of the spatial theory that underpins geographic information re-
positories is based on the assumption of Euclidean space, which requires the 
support of the real number system. The actual implementation of this theory on 
computer hardware then requires the use of finite precision arithmetic, meaning 
that some approximations must be made during the processing of certain calcu-
lations. This paper considers these approximations, and the effect they have 
when made at different critical points in the processes. 
 
Keywords. 3D DBMS; imprecision; spatial logic; topology; computational 
arithmetic. 

12.1   Introduction 

Most of the spatial theory that underpins geographic information repositories is based 
on the assumption of Euclidean space, which requires the support of the real number 
system. The actual implementation of this theory on computer hardware then requires 
the use of finite precision arithmetic, meaning that some approximations must be 
made during the processing of certain calculations. 

This paper considers these approximations, and the effect they have when made at 
different critical points in the processes. 

12.2   Approaches Taken 

There is an inherent and unavoidable loss of accuracy when any measurements of 
real-world phenomena are taken and stored. This obvious fact is common to all ap-
proaches discussed in this paper. The issue being discussed here is the small inaccura-
cies that accumulate in the database representation of spatial features as those repre-
sentations are processed and manipulated during the life of the data. 

In order to compare the different approaches, a comparison will be made using as 
examples: 
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• The validation of a polygon in 3D as a planar object. 
• The validation of polyhedra. 
• The operation of forming the union of polyhedra. 
• A test for equality of volumetric features in space. 
 

In addition, the important topological operations: union, intersection and comple-
ment [4], the predicates intersects and overlaps, and the Region Connection Calculus 
predicates: connected, disconnected, tangential proper part etc. [12] are considered. 

12.2.1   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

Any three points may have a plane that passes exactly through them, and if the points 
are not collinear or coincident, this plane will be uniquely defined. Where four or 
more points are involved, it may not be possible to find a plane that passes through 
them. Many 3D objects are represented as having planar faces, where these faces have 
more than three vertices. It is important in these representations that the faces are truly 
planar. 

This issue can be sidestepped by using a triangulation of the surfaces, where each 
surface is broken into triangular facets. This does, however lose the definition of the 
original surfaces, and does not document the intention that they be planar.  

12.2.2   Validation of Polyhedra. 

In addition to the requirement for planar surfaces, there are other validation require-
ments being suggested for 3D objects. One of the more important is that the volume 
be “watertight”. That is to say, if the volume is defined in terms of the bounding 
faces, then the faces must meet exactly along all edges. In practice, given the finite 
precision of point representations, this means that additional vertices must be inserted 
in some faces. For example in Fig. 12.1, a point at p has to be inserted into face A, to 
prevent mismatch of the approximated position with the edge.  
 

p A 

 
Fig. 12.1. A redundant point in face A of polyhedron 

Another requirement is that the outer surface should be simple, while the internal 
volume should be connected. [9] give a number of specific cases of polyhedra which 
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fail this requirement. In the cases depicted in Fig. 12.2, the finite precision calcula-
tions may result in their being detected as valid or invalid by different software. 

 
Fig. 12.2. Polyhedra with non-simple boundary surfaces 

12.2.3   Union of Polyhedra 

The operation of forming the union of two polyhedra can be problematic, when calcu-
lated using finite precision arithmetic. For example, if a region is connected to another 
region, it should be connected to the union of that region with any other. For example, 
in Fig. 12.3, since A is connected to B, it should be connected to B∪C, however, small 
inaccuracies in the calculation of the points of intersection of the boundaries can 
cause this to break down. For simplicity, this issue is discussed using 2D cases, but 
applies in any dimensionality. 
 

 

A 
B 

 

A 
B 

C 

 
Fig. 12.3. Connectivity is not necessarily conserved in calculations. Here A is strongly con-
nected to B, but due to limited accuracy of calculations (shown exaggerated) is not connected to 
B∪C. 

Further, the calculation of the union or intersection of regions can lead to non-
associativity of operations. In the same way that floating point arithmetic is not neces-
sarily associative, it is possible that the result of calculation of the union or intersec-
tion of spatial regions may differ depending on the order that calculation is carried 
out. For example in Fig. 12.3, since A is connected to B, the union A∪B is a simple, 
connected polygon. Forming (A∪B)∪C, the result would be a simple connected poly-
gon. If, however, B∪C is calculated, small inaccuracies can result in A not being con-
nected to B∪C, so that A∪(B∪C) is a multi-polygon. 
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12.2.4   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The simple test of determining if A is equal to B should be the most basic of opera-
tions in any system. It is therefore surprising that it is rarely implemented correctly if 
at all, and that the ISO 19107 definition of equality of spatial objects would not sat-
isfy the requirements of the Object class in Java. 

The ISO 19107 definition of equals() (ISO-TC211 2001) uses the phrase "shall re-
turn true if this GM_Object is equal to another GM_Object", but qualifies this defini-
tion with: "Since an infinite set of direct positions cannot be tested, the internal im-
plementation of equal must test for equivalence between two, possibly quite different, 
representations. This test may be limited to the resolution of the coordinate system or 
the accuracy of the data. Application schemas may define a tolerance that returns true 
if the two GM_Objects have the same dimension and each direct position in this 
GM_Object is within a tolerance distance of a direct position in the passed 
GM_Object and vice versa" (ISO 19107 Section 12.6.2.2.18.3). 

There is also a need for a stronger form of equality. As an example, consider the 
implementation of geometric objects as subclasses of the Object class of Java. This 
requires the implementation of "equals" and "hashCode" methods [13]. A hash-keyed 
structure is used where large numbers of objects are to be stored, with the expectation 
that the hashCode method generates a key value that can be used to provide fast ac-
cess to any object in the collection. It is acceptable (and unavoidable) for different ob-
jects to generate the same key value (“collisions”), with the “equals” method being 
used to distinguish between them. The requirements of the hashCode method are that 
for two objects a and b: 

a.equals(b) ⇒ a.hashCode() = b.hashCode() 

a.hashCode() = b.hashCode() “nearly always implies” 
a.equals(b) 

The “nearly always implies” determines how useful the algorithm is. If many un-
equal objects generate the same hash code, the algorithm is inefficient, leading to 
multiple collisions.  

It is difficult to imagine any hashCode routine that is useable in conjunction with 
an “equals” test which allows a tolerance.  

12.3   Approximate the Results of Every Step 

This is the most common approach taken currently. The problem is that at any stage 
of an operation it is possible for the logic to break down, because the rounding im-
plied in any stage can invalidate the results of earlier stages. 

12.3.1   Floating Point Arithmetic 

At each step in an operation the arithmetical unit of the computer performs a round-
ing. This may be an explicit rounding to a selected accuracy, or an implied rounding 
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that is generated by the floating point arithmetic unit. This is the approach taken by 
many of the systems that operate in floating point. 

The IEEE standard for floating point operations IEEE 754 [5, 6] is a partially suc-
cessful attempt to ensure that a calculation will give consistent results in differing 
computational contexts. The remaining inconsistencies seem to be in the handling of 
overflow, underflow and “divide by zero” [8].  

On the other hand, the results of certain arithmetic calculations are exactly speci-
fied – down to the mandatory rounding to be used, for any computer hardware that 
advertises IEEE compliance. These include addition, subtraction, division, multiplica-
tion, square root and binary to/from decimal conversions. Significantly, they do not 
include the trigonometric functions (sin, cos etc). 

It might be thought that it would be possible to take a similar approach to the cal-
culation of geometric results, but this is out of scope of this paper. The difficulties of 
this approach are legion, but include the same types of issues that prevent the exact 
standardisation of trigonometric functions. 

One non-technical reason for the reluctance of standardisation bodies to take such 
an approach is that the details of actual calculations may be commercial in confi-
dence, and particularly well designed algorithms can be valuable distinguishing fea-
tures of software, giving a competitive commercial advantage. 

In summary, it may be assumed that the calculation of a result, such as the point of 
intersection of three planes, will result in a good approximation to the true point re-
gardless of the platform used, but that the same result cannot be expected on different 
platforms. 

It should be expected, however, that the re-calculation of a function from identical 
inputs should have exactly the same result, but even this can be jeopardised by “over-
enthusiastic” optimisation in some programming environments [8]. 

Arithmetic operations between floating point numbers are not necessarily associa-
tive. That is to say (a+b)+c may not give the same answer as a+(b+c).  

For example, 1010 + (-1010 + 10-10) gives zero, while (1010 - 1010) + 10-10 gives 10-10. 
This can be significant in many calculations, and must be considered where repeat-
ability of results is desired. 

12.3.2   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

In general, any polygon in 3D with more than 3 vertices cannot be represented using 
floating point coordinates such that the vertices are exactly coplanar. If the calculation 
of the vertex coordinates were carried out using infinite precision arithmetic, and the 
results rounded according to the IEEE 754 rules, the amount of deviation from planar-
ity could be kept to a predictable (and very small) distance. 

If the vertices are the result of calculations which are carried out using floating 
point arithmetic, the deviation can be more extreme. For example, if a vertex is calcu-
lated as the point of intersection of three planes, defined by parametric equations: 

 

a1x + b1y + c1z + d1 = 0 

 a2x + b2y + c2z + d2 = 0  

(1) 
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a3x + b3y + c3z + d3 = 0 

 
then the point of intersection p = (x, y, z) can be calculated as x = px/q, y = py/q, z = 

pz/q, where: 
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The calculations of these intermediate results require the addition of six terms, 

each of which are the product of three variables. Thus, the final accuracy of x, y, and z 
will be dependent on the initial values. This can be reduced by normalising the pa-
rameters in various ways (e.g. by replacing d1 by 
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etc.. thus converting to Hessian normal form) [16], but there will still be a deviation 
of the vertices from the strictly correct position. The non-associativity of floating 
point arithmetic means that the results may not be repeatable on different platforms. 

Typically, the approach taken to the issue of planarity of a polygon is to state that a 
polygon is considered planar if all points are within some tolerance of the plane.  

This is not, however a useful form of statement for standardisation. It is necessary, 
in deciding that all points are sufficiently close to a plane to determine the plane first. 
It is quite possible for such a plane to exist and be known to the sender, but if the pa-
rameters of the plane are not passed to the receiving system, there is no guarantee that 
it can be found. (The sender may have used a more sophisticated form of interpolation 
than was available or known to the recipient). 

 
Fig. 12.4. Attempting to find a plane close to vertices 

For example, in Fig. 12.4, the vertices marked as x’s are all within a reasonable 
tolerance distance of the plane (drawn from the side as a solid line). However, the 
plane shown as a dashed line, the result of a least squares fitting does not pass suffi-
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ciently close to all points. The plane generated, even by the same algorithm, cannot be 
guaranteed to be the same on all platforms. It is not common practice for the paramet-
ric forms of planar surfaces to be included in interchange specifications.  

12.3.3   Validation of Polyhedra 

In order to ensure that this validation is computable, it is common practice when mak-
ing the initial data load approximations, to apply a normalisation1 in the form sug-
gested by [11]. This specifies a tolerance ε, such that the distance between a point and 
a line can be calculated with accuracy

10
ε . Note that the polyhedra in Fig. 12.2 high-

light the need in 3D for additional rules to those of Milenkovic, that no two lines may 
be closer than ε except at their endpoints, no line may be nearer than ε to a plane, etc.  

Given the complexity of the calculation of the minimum distance between two 
lines, and the non-associativity of floating point arithmetic, even the determination of 
Milenkovic normalisation cannot be used as a validity criterion, unless we are willing 
to specify the exact calculation to be used, and the order of individual operations 
within that calculation. It is not even clear whether the order of the two lines, or the 
direction of the two lines affect the calculation (e.g. for points a,b,c,d does the dis-
tance calculated between line ab and line cd equal the distance calculated between cd 
and ab, and between ab and dc etc). 

That is to say that even if an object is valid, and Milenkovic normal2 to tolerance ε 
(including the additional criterion), there is no guarantee that it is Milenkovic normal 
as determined by other software. 

12.3.4   Union of Polyhedra 

Since the calculation of the intersections of lines and surfaces is of limited precision, 
rounding effects will apply as described in section 12.2.3. Thus it cannot be assumed 
that many obvious results of spatial theory can apply. For example, using the termi-
nology C(A, B) to mean A is connected to B: 

 C(A, B) does not imply C(A, B∪C). 
 C(A, B∩C) does not imply C(A, B). 
 A∪(B∪C) is not necessarily equal to (A∪B)∪C. 
 A∩(B∩C) is not necessarily equal to (A∩B)∩C. 
And so on. In such a system, it is difficult to create a toolkit of operations and 

predicates that can be relied on in all cases. 
The situation in topologically-encoded data stores is different. Once a complete 

polygon coverage of space has been built, the topological and connectivity operations 
between polygons are clearly rigorous and repeatable. On the other hand, the later ad-

                                                            
1 This is usual when building a topologically-encoded data structure. 
2 Note also that the “winding number” defined by Milenkovic needs to be extended to 3D in the 

obvious way. 
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dition of polygons to an existing coverage is not so clear, and it is possible that the 
order of adding these polygons may be significant. 

12.3.5   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The implementation of the ISO 19107 definition of equality in a repeatable and stan-
dard form is highly problematic. Note that the standard does not specify the tolerance, 
but further, it does not specify how the tolerance is to be applied.  

Determination of an algorithm is also problematic, since the representations of two 
objects may, indeed be different, while they are equal by this definition. For example, 
in Fig. 12.5, two polyhedra are depicted. Due to small differences in positioning, the 
polyhedron on the left is topologically homeomorphic to a toroid, while the polyhe-
dron on the right is simply connected. Under the ISO 19107 definition, if the gaps are 
sufficiently small, the two polyhedra can be equal.  

 

 
Fig. 12.5. Equal polyhedra of differing forms. The object on the left has a hole right through it. 
The one on the right has a simple interior. 

In a similar way, a single polyhedron can be equal to a disconnected set of poly-
hedra. Thus, in a system that does not permit multiple geometries, a feature may be 
valid, but equal to a feature which is invalid. 

12.4   Delay Rounding Until End of Operation 

Again, when data is loaded, there is an implied or explicit rounding/truncation. 
In this approach, the rounding at every step in the process is delayed until the 

whole operation is completed. For example, in the case depicted in Fig. 12.3, only 
when the full calculation of (A∪B)∪C or A∪(B∪C) is completed is any rounding per-
mitted. 

This can be achieved in one of two ways: 
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• Using rational number arithmetic (unlimited precision) during the calculation, and 
then rounding back to integer or floating point coordinates at the completion of the 
calculation, or 

• Using floating point or integer arithmetic, with “lazy evaluation” of point posi-
tions. 

 
The use of infinite precision rational arithmetic will be discussed in Section 12.5, 

while the lazy evaluation approach will be discussed here. The essence of this ap-
proach is that any calculation which involves rounding is delayed as long as possible. 
Alternatively, a result is calculated in rounded form, but the original data are retained 
so that subsequent calculations can be carried out with the unrounded values.  

Returning to the example of Fig. 12.3 (see also Fig. 12.6), in calculating B∪C, the 
point t may be calculated in approximate form, but the original line pq is retained, so 
that when the union of A with (B∪C) is calculated it can be used to calculate points r 
and s (in approximate form). Using this approach, it makes no difference to the final 
result whether the union is formed as A∪(B∪C) or (A∪B)∪C.  

A 
B 

C 

p 

q 

r 
s 

t 

 
Fig. 12.6. Forming the union of regions using lazy evaluation of point positions 

This is only true for as long as the original points are retained, and if the operation 
is carried out as two steps, the result will vary – e.g. if a new region is calculated as D 
= (B∪C), then A∪D may not equal (A∪B)∪C. 

The essence of this approach is that the imprecision can be seen as applying only at 
the end of each operation, while the operations themselves are rigorous. Thus it can 
be modelled as if the output of the calculation is then applied to an imprecision func-
tion. Thus in the example above it is clear why APPROX( APPROX( A ∪ B ) ∪ C ) is 
not necessarily equal to APPROX( A ∪ APPROX( B ∪ C )).  

12.5   Round on Data Load Only 

In this approach, rounding is avoided as far as possible, apart from the rounding im-
plied at the time of data load. Typically, a rational number representation is used, or 
the points are represented by homogenous coordinates. In this discussion, homoge-
nous integer coordinates are used. Rational coordinates have a similar behaviour. 
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Some rounding may be necessary, for example in datum shifts or point positional 
adjustments, and the geometry validity may be compromised in this situation. 

12.5.1   Homogeneous Coordinates 

In section 12.3.1., the formula for the point of intersection of three planes is given in 
terms of px, py,  pz and q, with the point being represented as p = (x, y, z), where x = 
px/q, y = py/q, z = pz/q. An alternate storage for rational points is the homogeneous co-
ordinate form, as defined in the discipline of Projective Geometry [3]. Here the q is 
retained, and the point (in 3D) is represented as a quadruple of numbers p = (px, py,  
pz, q). The advantage is that integers can be used throughout, since in calculations 
such as determining the plane through three points, or the intersection of three planes, 
no division need be done. (In the discussion below, capital letters will be used for in-
tegers, lowercase letters for rational, floating point or real numbers). 

The formula for the plane through three points (X1,Y1,Z1,Q1), (X2,Y2,Z2,Q2), 
(X3,Y3,Z3,Q3) becomes: 
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(4) 

 
This is used, for example in the LEDA library of geometric tools [10]. In this ap-

proach, the rational points are stored as a tuple of integers (X, Y, Z, Q) with Q > 0. 
The point is interpreted as having rational coordinates (x, y, z) where x = X/Q, y = 
Y/Q, z = Z/Q.  

The point of intersection of three planes defined as  
 

A1X + B1Y + C1Z + D1Q = 0 

A2X + B2Y + C2Z + D2Q = 0 

A3X + B3Y + C3Z + D3Q = 0 

(5) 

 
can be calculated as p = (X, Y, Z, Q) where: 
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There is a pleasant symmetry to this approach, where a point is stored as a tuple of 

four integers, p = (X, Y, Z, Q) and a plane is also stored as four integers (A, B, C, D). 
This parallels the fact that three points define a plane, while three planes define a 
point. 

12.5.2   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

Using homogeneous coordinates, the vertices that are calculated as the points of inter-
section of planes can be exact, so that there is no need to allow a tolerance in the pla-
narity of surfaces. (except at initial data load). 

12.5.3   Validation of polyhedra. 

Returning to the example in section 12.2.2, Fig. 12.1, Fig. 12.7, the point at p does not 
need to be inserted into face A, since it can be calculated to fall exactly on the bound-
ary of A. On the other hand, if it is made a vertex of A, it can be guaranteed to fall ex-
actly on the plane of A. 
 

p A 

 
Fig. 12.7. A redundant point in face A of polyhedron (reprint of Fig. 12.1) 

Returning to the second example in Section 12.2.2, Fig. 12.2, the exact calculations 
of intersections of planes allow repeatable determination of the validity of compli-
cated surfaces.   

12.5.4   Union of Polyhedra 

The difficulties in forming the union of two polyhedra are also solved by using ho-
mogeneous coordinates, since all calculations are exact. 
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12.5.5   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The equality of polyhedra can be determined exactly using homogeneous coordinates, 
but if a tolerance is to be allowed, the complexity of the issues as described for float-
ing point representations still apply. It would be expected that in this type of ap-
proach, exact equality would be mandated, or that a clear distinction would be made 
between equality, and an “approximately equal” condition based on the ISO 19107 
definition. 

12.5.6   Operations Requiring Imprecise Calculations 

Although this approach covers many of the operations that make up the toolkit of 
geographic information systems, there are some that it does not. Any operation that 
involves rotation, projection or adjustment to a different datum can best be handled by 
approximated transformations. This is not necessarily a problem, provided it is real-
ised that these do not necessarily preserve the full integrity of the database. Ideally, 
following such an operation, the validity of all features should be re-checked. For ex-
ample, it is possible that some contiguous geometric objects may become discon-
nected. 

Frequently operations of this type are not carried out in a rigorous form in any case 
– for example in 2D it is common for a datum correction to be applied only to the 
end-points of a line segment, with the assumption that the line remains straight.  

Conversely, the application of an approximation sweep through the database can be 
an advantage, in reducing the space requirements for the storage of points. 

12.5.7   Storage Requirements 

This approach requires arithmetic operations to be available in the computational lan-
guage that are effectively unlimited in size. That is to say, for integers A and B, it 
must always be possible to calculate A+B and A×B exactly, and with no possibility of 
overflow. This is possible in several languages, including Java, but with the loss of 
some programming convenience. (In an language such as Java which does not permit-
ting overloading of operators, the coding A = B*C+D*E; has to be replaced by A = 
B.multiply(C).plus(D.multiply(E)).  

The disadvantage of this approach in that every operation is likely to increase the 
size requirements of the result. Thus after a long series of operations, the storage re-
quirements of a representation increase (without bound), and processing time re-
quirements for further operations increase (also without bound). Note that with num-
bers of the size found in spatial data – where 9 digits resolution is commonplace, the 
numerators and denominators can become very large indeed.  

As a rough calculation, if the coordinates of points in 3D are stored as 32 bit inte-
gers, the formula for a plane which passes through them in the form Ax + By + Cz + D 
= 0, with A, B, C and D integers will in general require A, B, C to be at least 64 bit in-
tegers, and D to be 96 bits. Further estimates show that if three planes are intersected 
to define a point, and three such points used to define a plane, the storage require-
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ments for this plane are ten times those of the original ones. (For example, if the 
original planes require 64 bits, the next generation of planes require 640 bits per pa-
rameter). Thus every operation on a three dimensional object defined by unrestricted 
rational number points potentially creates a very large (and multiplicative) rise in the 
precision requirements. Note, however, that this effect is not as extreme in the case of 
2D spatial objects, where the multiplier effect is smaller. 

It is clear that if a common factor can be found for the integers that define a point 
or a plane, the storage requirements can be reduced. Clearly: 

Point (RX, RY, RZ, RW) = (X, Y, Z, W) and 
Plane (TA, TB, TC, TD) = (A, B, C, D). 

If it exists, a common factor can be found using a fairly obvious modification of 
the Euclidean Algorithm [2], allowing simplification in some cases, but whether this 
is productive is not necessarily clear.  

Given two random integers, the probability that they are relatively prime is given 
as 6/π2 [1]. This means that the probability that a common factor can be found is 
about 0.4. For four integers at random, the probability of any common factor drops 
significantly, but this does not really answer the question. There are many cases 
where the integers are not randomly distributed, and common factors can be found.  

 

p 

q 

A B 

C 

D 

E 
r 

q’ 

 
Fig. 12.8. Point of intersection of a line with a plane 

For example, in Fig. 12.8, if p and q have each been defined as the intersection of  
three planes, (ABC and ABD respectively). If the planes require 64 and 96 bit integers 
for their parameters, then the points p, and q will require of the order of 224 bits for 
the XYZ, and 192 bits for the Q ordinates. 

In general, the intersection of a plane using 64/96 bits (such as E) with the line 
joining two points (p and q) each requiring 224/192 bits would be expected to take a 
very large number of bits to represent the resultant point r. In fact, r is at the point of 
intersection of three planes, therefore it requires only 224/192 bits – the same as p and 
q. Thus the result of the calculation of r from p and q must be a 4-tuple of integers 
which have a common factor. If any calculation is made of a point or plane, it may be 
wise to test for common factors, even though this calculation is expensive. 

Despite this case, and “accidental” cases of common factors, typically the precision 
requirements grow linearly (in terms of number of bits required in the result) with the 
number of operations executed.  
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As alluded to above, this type of database may benefit from an occasional sweep 
through all of the geometry (even if not needed to apply a datum change or other such 
action), approximating it back to reasonable sized coordinate values. It must be re-
membered that this action can introduce validation errors, and so must be accompa-
nied by a validation sweep. If such an approximation operation is carried out at the 
completion of each operation, a result equivalent to the lazy evaluation approach of 
section 12.4 is obtained. 

12.6   Round Only on Specific Operations 

The regular polytope, based on domain-restricted rational (dr-rational) numbers [15] 
rounds at data load time, but also when some (rare) operations are carried out. It does, 
however provide rigorous evaluation of most of the important operations and predi-
cates, including all those of topological and RCC theory. 

Operations which round include: 
 

•  Datum shift or any point positional adjustment. 
•  Calculation of derived geometries such as convex hull. 

 
Operations which are rigorous include: 
 

•  All RCC predicates 
•  All basic topological operations (union, intersection, inverse). 

 
A regular polytope representation of spatial objects is defined as the union of a fi-

nite set of (possibly overlapping) "convex polytopes", which are in turn defined as the 
intersection of a finite set of half spaces (in 3D, half planes in 2D). These half spaces 
(planes) are defined by finite precision integer parameters (3 values in 2D, 4 in 3D 
etc). Although the definitions of the half spaces use integral coordinates, the points 
within them (and therefore the point sets defined by regular polytopes) are interpreted  
as domain-restricted rational points, and expressed in homogeneous coordinates. 

12.6.1   Half Space Definition 

In 3D a half space H(A,B,C,D) is defined as the set of all points (in homogeneous co-
ordinates) p(X,Y,Z,Q): Q > 0, -MQ ≤ X,Y,Z < MQ for which computational evaluation 
of the following inequalities yields these results: 
 

(AX + BY + CZ + DQ) > 0 or 
[(AX + BY + CZ + DQ) = 0 and A > 0] or  
[(BY + CZ + DQ) = 0 and A=0 and B>0] or  
[(CZ + DQ) = 0 and A=0, B=0 and C>0], 
 

where M is the limit of values allowed for point representations, and A, B, C and D 
are integers. We place the restrictions that: 
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-M < A, B, C < M,  -3M2 < D < 3M2 in 3D applications,  
-M < A, B < M,  -2M2 < D < 2M2 in 2D (C is not required in 2D).  
 

Clearly each half space defines a plane in the same way as described in section 
12.5.1 unless A=B=C=0, with the half space being the set of points to one side of that 
plane. H(0,0,0,0) is not a permitted half space. Two special half spaces are defined: 

 
Hφ = H(0,0,0,-1) (‘empty’ i.e. points for which –1 > 0). 
H∞ = H(0,0,0,1) (‘everything’ i.e. points for which 1 > 0). 
 

The complement of a half space is defined as: 
 

),,,( DCBAH −−−−= , where ),,,( DCBAH = . 
 

 

H1

H 2 H3

H4

H5 

U
5..1=i

iH

 
Fig. 12.9. A convex region defined by a set of half spaces (in 3D) 
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12.6.2   Regular Polytope Definition 

 

C1 
C2 

H1a 

H1b 

H1c 

H1d 

H2a 

H2b 
H2c 

H2d 

 
Fig. 12.10. Regular polytope O defined as the union of two convex polytopes C1 and C2

3. 

 
A regular polytope O is defined as the union of a finite set of (possibly overlapping) 
non empty "convex polytopes" (C1 and C2 in Fig. 12.10), which are in turn defined as 
the intersection of a finite set of half spaces (H1a to H1d and H2a to H2d) [14]. This may 

be represented as U
mi

iCO
..1=

= , where ij
nj

i HC
..1=

= I . Note – a regular polytope may 

consist of disconnected parts, and parts may overlap.  
Points coincident with the boundaries, shown as dashed in Fig. 12.9 and Fig. 12.10 

do not belong to the regions they define. In Fig. 12.10 da HH 12 = , and points that lie 
along the common boundary are within C2 but not C1 (and therefore are within the 
regular polytope O). 

The natural definitions of the union, intersection, and complement of regular poly-
topes is used, so that the meanings are exactly equivalent to the point set interpreta-
tions. E.g.: 

 
∀ p: p ∈ O1∪O2  ⇔ p ∈ O1 ∨ p ∈ O2 

 
It is possible to define two forms of connectivity for the regular polytope, known 

as Ca (weak) and Cb (strong), and to show that for these definitions, the usual func-
tions for a Region Connection Calculus apply. Thus it is guaranteed that all the func-
tions and predicates based on union, intersection, overlap, connectivity, and comple-
ment will be rigorously calculated [15].  

                                                            
3 Note – Fig. 12.2 and many others are drawn as 2D cases for the ease of presentation where 

there is an obvious extension to 3D.  By contrast, the text and mathematics are expressed in 
3D. 
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12.6.3   Validation of a Face as a Planar Object 

This follows immediately from the fact that all objects are defined from the half space 
primitive which can only represent planar faces. Vertices are a secondary calculation 
from the half spaces, and are calculated exactly. 

12.6.4   Validation of Polytopes 

A regular polytope, as defined here, is similar to a polyhedron, but has some signifi-
cant differences. It is not necessary that a regular polytope is fully bounded, nor does 
it need to be internally connected. In general, there is no such thing as an invalid regu-
lar polytope, but in certain applications, it may be useful to insist that a regular poly-
tope should be: 
 

 non-empty – i.e. ∃p: p∈O. 
 bounded - ∀p=(X,Y,Z,Q) ∈ O: -MQ < X,Y,Z < MQ. 
 connected. 
 
Whatever validity requirements are to be enforced, it is assured that, since integer 

arithmetic is mandated, the same results will be assured on any computing platform. 

12.6.5   Union of Polytopes 

The union of two regular polytopes U
1..1

1
mi

iCO
=

=  and U
2..1

2
mj

jCO
=

= is defined as:  

 

)()(
21 ..1..1

21 UUU
mj

j
mi

i CCOO
==

=∪  
(8) 

 
This is simply the union of a set of convex polytopes, and is therefore a regular 

polytope. It clearly does not matter in what order this set is specified, and so the union 
operation is clearly commutative and associative. The cases for the intersection and 
complement operations, while more complex, are similar.  

12.6.6   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The functions and predicates, operating on regular polytopes, are defined in the fol-
lowing order, in order to implement them. 

The Empty(C) predicate is defined first for the convex polytope – where Empty(C) 
is defined as ∀p: p ∉C. It is fairly simple to implement this while a convex polytope 
is being constructed. As each half space is added to the definition, the vertices of the 
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convex polytope are calculated. If all vertices are outside or on the plane of the new 
half space, the resultant convex polytope is empty. 

This is then used to define overlap: OV(C1, C2) as ¬Empty(C1 ∩ C2). 
Which is used to define regular polytope overlap, OV(O1, O2) as  ∃Ci∈O1, Cj∈O2: 

OV(Ci, Cj). 
This is then used to define part of: P(O1, O2) as ¬OV(O1, 2O ). 
Which defines equality: EQ(O1, O2) as P(O1, O2) and P(O2, O1). 
Thus the definition is rigorous, and can be applied on any computational platform.   

12.6.7   Operations Requiring Imprecise Calculations 

All the operations that require rounding in the infinite precision rational approach 
clearly require rounding in this approach, but in addition some other calculations can-
not maintain full precision. An example is the calculation of the convex hull. It is not 
possible to rigorously calculate a convex polytope which is the convex hull of a given 
regular polytope. The best that can be found is the “convex enclosure”, which is a 
convex polytope, guaranteed to enclose the regular polytope, and is within one unit of 
resolution of the true convex hull. 

Unlike the infinite precision rational number case, there is no need to run a peri-
odic sweep through the database approximating the objects to reduce storage and 
processing requirements. 

12.6.8   Storage Requirements 

The storage requirements of this approach are constrained. The half planes are repre-
sentable using conventional integers – for example, using 32 bit integers for A, B and 
C, and 64 bits for D, as used in the proof-of-concept coding described by [15]. (Note 
that by the definition of a half space (Section 12.6.1); A, B and C have a range of ±M, 
but D has a larger range: ±3M2). If it is desired to store vertices, they require extended 
precision representations, but these are of finite and pre-determined size. (In 3D, X, Y, 
Z require 128 bits, and Q requires 96 bits). 

12.7   Conclusions 

All spatial data that is represented in a computer is subject to imprecision and round-
ing errors. These may lead to failures of logic when they are applied, so it is advanta-
geous to be aware of when this occurs. Different approaches have been investigated 
and compared, with the results tabulated in Table 12.1. No individual approach is op-
timum in all situations, but the regular polytope, based on dr-rational homogeneous 
coordinates has been shown to provide rigorous results in all of the most useful opera-
tions, without unconstrained growth in storage requirements or the need for periodical 
approximation sweeps of the database. 
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Table 12.1. Summary of Approaches 
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